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Increase Uptime by Reducing Wear and Tear

Machines subjected to extreme operating conditions and harsh 

environments impose an extraordinary burden on their components. 

Premature wear of critical components can lead to unexpected failure 

of the equipment and even entire production lines. A robust, proactive 

lubrication and fluids management program is essential to curtail asset 

and lube degradation and optimize machine reliability and longevity.

Lubrication Programs Improve Reliability and Performance

ATS offers turnkey lubrication services as a standalone program and as 
part of our comprehensive maintenance program. Putting ATS in charge 
of your lubrication management can dramatically shorten the program’s 
startup time, improve traditional lube schedules, and deliver continuing 
efficiencies that boost the bottom line and maximize ROI. 

Following an assessment of the current state, our highly trained MLT1/
MLT2-certified professionals will establish a state-of-the-art lubrication 
management infrastructure, including storage and filtration systems, 
contamination control accessories, automatic lubricating systems, visual 
identification and monitoring tools, and web-based oil analysis for 
proactive monitoring of lube health and deviations requiring attention. 

Additionally, they will consolidate and optimize the lubricants used 
and create efficient lubrication task routes and PMs. The program 
is administered from this foundation, ensuring superior cost and 
performance efficiencies, increased uptime and overall equipment 
effectiveness, and reduced environmental and safety risks. 
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LUBRICATION MANAGEMENT
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Proper lubrication management, fundamental to reliability excellence, helps to 
ensure your critical components are well-maintained, your assets are healthy and 
operational, and your business performance objectives are met. A lubrication 
program from ATS removes the burden of implementation and management off 
your hands while providing the benefit of improved uptime.

ATS Lubrication Management Program
MLT1/MLT2 Certified Professionals

Lubrication Reliability Assessment

Lube Consolidation And Optimization

Visual Identification Tools

Clean Storage And Filtration Systems

Web-Based Oil Analysis

Automatic Lubricating Systems

Modern Lube Accessories

Optimized Lube Routes

Continuous Improvement
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